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Labour Data for the Zone A-AMG Venezia Giulia and the Zone A-Free 

Territory of Trieste, 1945-1955* 

 
- Advisory notice: the dataset is a product of research, analysis and interpretation. 

Please, adhere to the same citation standards that apply to other research products like books and articles - 

 

 

 

1. The Institutional Framework 

1.a The Zone A-AMG Venezia Giulia 

On 9 June 1945, after establishing the Morgan Line, the region Venezia Giulia (Julian March) was split 

into two military occupations: Zone A, under Anglo-American control; Zone B, under Yugoslav rule 

(see Map 1). The Allied Military Government (AMG) Venezia Giulia in Zone A was established on 12 

June 1945 and remained in force until 14 September 19471. The military person in charge of the 

occupied territory administration was the Ufficiale Superiore per gli Affari Civili (Senior Civil Affairs 

Officer). The governmental powers were delegated to military officials – the Chiefs – whose task it was 

to manage the different Divisions2. Following General Order no. 11 (11 August 1945), the Zone A of 

the AMG Venezia Giulia was divided into three zones (zone): the Trieste-Trst zone, the Gorizia-Gorica 

zone, and that of the enclave of Pula-Pola. The Trieste-Trst and Gorizia-Gorica zones were each chaired 

by a Presidente di zona (zone President), who was a civilian and directly appointed by the Anglo-American 

military authorities. Each Presidente di zona was assisted by a Consiglio di zona (zone Council). In the zone 

of Pula-Pola, the functions of the Presidente di zona and those of the Consiglio di zona were carried out by 

the Presidente del Comune (President of the Municipality) and by the Consiglio Comunale (town Council)3. 

The AMG authorities chose all the Presidente del Comune and all the various Consiglio Comunale members 

for the municipality. 

 

 

 
 

* The dataset was realized in the framework of the H2020-MSCA-IF-2019 Project We Can Do It! Women’s labour market 
participation in the maritime sector in the Upper Adriatic after the two World Wars in an intersectional perspective (acronym: WeCanIt; grant 
agreement no. 894257). 
1 On the Zone A-AMG Venezia Giulia, see Allison A. Conrad, Allied Military Government of Venezia Giulia and Trieste. Its history 
and organization, College Park, University of Maryland, 1956 (unpublished M.A. thesis); Charles R. S. Harris, Allied 
Administration of Italy, London, HMSO, 1957. 
2 See Monica Rebeschini, Organigrammi e carriere nel GMA della Venezia Giulia / Organizacij skesheme in kariere v ZVU, in T. 
Catalan, G. Mellinato, P. Nodari, R. Pupo, M. Verginella (eds.), Dopoguerra di confine / Povojni čas obmeji, Trieste-Trst, Istituto 
regionale per la storia del movimento di liberazione nel Friuli Venezia Giulia – Università di Trieste, 2007, pp. 113-158. 
3 N. Biondi, F. Cecotti, S. De Menech, L. Famiani, L. Mendola, F. Pappucia, P. Puissa, P. Russian, P. Stranj, D. Umek, D. 
Vecchiet (eds.), Il confine mobile. Atlante storico dell’Alto Adriatico, 1866-1992. Austria-Croazia-Italia-Slovenia, Trieste-Gorizia, 
Istituto regionale per la storia del movimento di liberazione nel Friuli Venezia Giulia – Edizioni della Laguna, 1996, p. 49; 
Rebeschini, Organigrammi, cit., pp. 118-119; Bogdan C. Novak, Trieste, 1941-1954. La lotta politica, etnica e ideologica, Milano, 
Mursia, 1996, pp. 205-206. For a general picture, see Federico Tenca Montini, La Jugoslavia e la questione di Trieste, 1945-1954, 
Bologna, Il Mulino, 2020. 
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1.b The Zone A-FTT 

In virtue of the peace treaty of Paris (10 February 1947), on 15 September 1947 the Free Territory of 

Trieste (FTT)4 was established. FTT permanent Statute provided for a Governor – to be appointed by 

the Security Council of the UN after consultation with both the Italian and Yugoslav Governments – 

as well as a Council of Government, a Judiciary, and a popular Assembly elected by the people of the 

FTT. Moreover, the permanent Statute established that the official languages of the FTT were Italian 

and Slovenian (Croatian was considered as the third language)5. However, the FTT’s permanent Statute 

never came into effect, and the new state entity fully inherited the previous governmental and 

administrative structure’s physiognomy: Zone A remained under the control of the Anglo-American 

military forces (AMG), and now it included only six municipalities (Trieste-Trst, Muggia-Miljie, Duino- 

Aurisina-Devin-Nabrežina, San Dorligo-Dolina, Monrupino-Repentabor, Sgonico-Zgonik); Zone B 

continued under the control of the Vojna uprava jugoslovenske armije (VUJA – trans: Military Government 

of the Yugoslav Army). 

As for Zone A’s institutions, the dispositions of General Order no. 11 remained in force until 

the AMG issued Order no. 259 (25 June 1948). The new order retained the institution of the zona 

(zone) and that of Comune (municipality), and it reactivated that of the Provincia (province). As in 

previous years, the Presidente di zona (zone President) was a civilian, appointed by the AMG. According 

to Order no. 259, the Presidente di zona had the authority to choose the Presidente della Provincia (President 

of the province) and the cabinet members. Until the promulgation of Order no. 33 (21 February 1949), 

which included the dispositions on the conduct of the first elections, due to take place in June of the 

same year, the AMG retained the power to appoint the Presidente del Comune of the six municipalities of 

Zone A6. In 1951 the institutional asset of Zone A would change again. First, Order no. 51 (1 April 

1952) introduced the Italian electoral system; then, Order no. 165 (13 September 1952) rearranged the 

administrative structure, designating an Italian political counsellor and inserting 21 officials from the 

Italian Ministry of Interior in the bureaucracy, while reducing the number of Anglo-American officials 

to 117. 

The Anglo-American military administration remained in force until 26 October 1954, when 

Zone A came under the Italian Republic following the Memorandum of London (5 October 1954), 

which, de facto, abolished the FTT. The Free Territory of Trieste was dismantled de jure in 1975 with the 

Treaty of Osimo. 

 

4 Territorio Libero di Trieste in Italian; Svobodno tržaško ozemlje in Slovenian; Slobodni Teritorij Trsta in Croatian. 
5 Permanent Statute of the Free Territory of Trieste, Art. 7, 9, and 11, International Organization, vol. 1 no. 2, 1947, pp. 410-419. 
6 Novak, Trieste, 1941-1954, cit., pp. 278, 286. 
7 Roberto Spazzali, Il Governo Militare Alleato: vita quotidiana e funzionamento amministrativo, 
https://www.irsml.eu/corsi_aggiornamento/Governo_militare_alleato_Spazzali.pdf 

http://www.irsml.eu/corsi_aggiornamento/Governo_militare_alleato_Spazzali.pdf
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Map 1. Military occupations in the Upper Adriatic region, June 1945-September 1947. (Source: 
elaboration of Map 14T in Il confine mobile, cit.) 
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Map 2. The two Zones of the Free Territory of Trieste, September 1947-October 1954. (Source: 
elaboration of Map 17 in Il confine mobile, cit.) 
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2. The Labour Offices in Zone A and the sources 

2.a The Labour Offices 

The Ufficio Regionale del Lavoro della Venezia Giulia (Regional Labour Office of the Julian March) in 

Trieste-Trst and all the associated local Labour Offices, which were the official bodies whose task it 

was to manage and monitor the labour market in Zone A were established by the General Order no. 4 

(6 July 1945). According to General Order no. 4, the Labour Offices had the following purposes: to 

ensure the freedom of the organization of labour; to collect information and compile labour market 

statistics; to keep a register of unemployed workers and assign them work; to act as conciliators and 

mediators in labour disputes8. 

The Labour Offices began their activity between August and September 1945, and they carried 

out their functions under the direct control of the Anglo-American military administration (specifically 

the Labour Division)9. They replaced the functions of the Borsa del Lavoro, which the Sindacati Unici had 

managed until August 194510. 

In Zone A-AMG Venezia Giulia (August 1945-September 1947), twelve Labour Offices 

operated in the following localities: Trieste-Trst, Monfalcone-Tržič, Grado-Gradež, Aurisina- 

Nabrežina, Muggia-Miljie, Gorizia-Gorica, Gradisca-Gradišče, Cormons-Krmin, Komen-Comeno, 

Kobarid-Caporetto, Kanal-Canale and, finally, Pula-Pola. The Labour Offices were organized 

hierarchically. The Labour Office of Trieste-Trst had the task of superintending and coordinating the 

work for the Labour Offices of Monfalcone-Tržič, Grado-Gradež, Aurisina-Nabrežina, and Muggia- 

Miljie; the Labour Office of Gorizia-Gorica supervised those of Gradisca-Gradišče, Cormons-Krmin, 

Komen-Comeno, Kobarid-Caporetto, and Kanal-Canale. In the Istrian enclave, the Labour Office of 

Pula-Pola was the only one operating in the zone. 

As for Zone A-FTT (September 1947-October 1954) and the territory of Trieste-Trst during 

the first year of Italian sovereignty (November 1954-December 1955), the Labour Office of Trieste- 

Trst coordinated the Labour Offices of Muggia-Miljie and Aurisina-Nabrežina. 

2. b The Sources 

Most of the data that comprises the present study was collected by the aforementioned Labour Offices 

of Zone A from 1945 to 195511. The related archival documentation is preserved in the archive group 

Ufficio Regionale del Lavoro e della Massima Occupazione in Trieste at the Archivio di Stato di Trieste. 

 

 

8 Archivio di Stato di Trieste (henceforthASTs), Ufficio Regionale del Lavoro e della Massima Occupazione in Trieste, box 
(henceforth b.) 1, folder (henceforth f.) 2, Governo Militare Alleato – 13 Corpo, Ordine Generale nr. 4, Trieste 6 July1945. 
9 On the organization of the various Divisions during the AMG-Venezia Giulia and the FTT, see Rebeschini, Organigrammi, 
cit.; Spazzali, Il Governo Militare Alleato, cit. 
10 ASTs,Ufficio Regionale del Lavoro e della Massima Occupazione in Trieste, b. 128, Relazione n. 1, September-October 1945. 
11 Data collected by the Labour Office of Grado-Gradež is the only set to be excluded from this study because of its 
inconsistency. Moreover, unfortunately the data collected by the Labour Office of Aurisina-Nabrežina for Zone A-AMG 
Venezia Giulia (1945-1947) has not been preserved. 
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For the Zone A-AMG Venezia Giulia (1945-1947), the data organized in the table entitled 

‘economic sectors’ and relating to the Labour Offices of Gorizia-Gorica, Pula-Pula, Gradisca-Gradišče, 

Cormons-Krmin, Komen-Comeno, Kobarid-Caporetto, and Kanal-Canale has been gathered from the 

forms ‘CE’ and ‘CE bis’. As for the zone of Trieste-Trst, it was necessary to rely on the documentation 

preserved at the National Archive and Records Administration (NARA). 

The data presented in the table ‘professional qualifications’ was gathered from a number of 

different forms, including: ‘Statistica dei lavoratori disoccupati iscritti all’ufficio e degli inviati al lavoro’, 

‘Prospetto del movimento dei prestatori d’opera’, ‘Rapporto periodico’ and ‘Fluttuazioni dei lavoratori’. 

Wherever possible, the study has used data which was updated on a monthly basis. However, 

because of the lack of data for Trieste-Trst, both for the zone and the depending districts, data 

provided on a ten-day basis was also considered and included in the tables. 

Finally, and still related to Zone A-AMG Venezia Giulia (1945-1947), data on population 

census, salaries, and the cost of food was gathered and organized from the archival material preserved 

at NARA. The data collected by the Anglo-American authorities offers monthly insights. 

As for Zone A-FTT and the Trieste-Trst territory in the first year of Italian sovereignty (1947- 

1955), the data organized in the table ‘economic sectors’ and relating to the Labour Offices of Muggia- 

Milje and Aurisina-Nabrežina was gathered from the ‘Modello B’ form. Data relating to Trieste-Trst 

has been extracted from the ‘Statistica mensile del movimento dei lavoratori nelle varie sezioni’ form 

for the district, and from the ‘Statistica del movimento della mano d’opera’ form for the whole zone. 

Data organized in the table ‘professional qualifications’ relates only to the Trieste-Trst, district, and the 

zone’s labour situation. In this case, data has been gathered from the ‘Statistica dei disoccupati iscritti 

presso gli uffici di collocamento e degli inviati al lavoro’ form for the zone, and from the ‘Statistica 

disoccupati registrati nel mese all'ufficio e degli inviati al lavoro’ form for the district. All data for the 

period 1947-1955 was collected at monthly intervals, and the related archival documentation is 

preserved in the archive group Ufficio Regionale del Lavoro e della Massima Occupazione in Trieste at the 

Archivio di Stato di Trieste. 

 

3. The Series 

The study consists of two series. 

3.a 1st Series - Zone A-AMG Venezia Giulia 

The first series, Zone A-AMG Venezia Giulia, mainly consists of data collected by 10 Labour Offices of 

Zone A of the Allied Military Government (AMG) Venezia Giulia from August 1945 to September 

1947. Furthermore, it also concerns data relating to salaries, the cost of food, and population census. 

The data of the first series is organized into six files. A brief description of each file’s contents is set out 

below (for detailed information on the tables, please see 4. The Tables). 
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- TAB_ECONOMIC SECTORS-ZoneA-AMG-Venezia Giulia_1945-47.xlsx 

The file shows the data relating to the number of people registered, removed from the records, 

employed, and unemployed for six economic sectors. It encompasses the data relating to the three 

zones (Trieste-Trst, Gorizia-Gorica, and Pula-Pula) and to 6 districts: Gorizia-Gorica, Gradisca- 

Gradišče, Cormons-Krmin, Komen-Comeno, Kobarid-Caporetto, and Kanal-Canale. Data relating to 

Gorizia-Gorica concerns both the district and the Labour Office’s entire area of operation (i.e. Gorizia- 

Gorica zone). The data has monthly periodicity and covers the period August 1945-September 1947. 

- 10 days_TAB_PROFESSIONAL QUALIFICATIONS_ZoneA_AMG-Venezia Giulia_1945-47.xlsx 

This file contains data on the number of people registered, removed from the records, employed, and 

unemployed for 23 professions. The data was collected by the Labour Offices of Trieste-Trst, Muggia- 

Miljie, Aurisina-Nabrežina, and Monfalcone-Tržič, and regards the situation of the four districts. The 

data relating to Trieste-Trst concerns both the district and the Labour Office’s entire area of operation 

(i.e. Trieste-Trst zone)12. The data is available on a ten day basis, and covers the period from December 

1945 to September 1947. 

- Monthly_TAB_PROFESSIONAL QUALIFICATIONS_ZoneA_AMG-Venezia Giulia_1945-47.xlsx 

This file has the same characteristics as that previous one, but the data is presented on amonthly basis 

in this case. Here the data was collected by the Labour Offices of Pula-Pola and Gorizia-Gorica, and 

concerns the situations of the two zones only. The data covers the period September 1945-July 1947. 

- TAB_COST OF FOOD_ZoneA_AMG-Venezia Giulia_1945-47.xlsx 

The data in the file reports the cost of food in Italian Lira in the zones of Trieste-Trst, Gorizia-Gorica, 

and Pula-Pola in the period September 1945-February 1947. 

- TAB_SALARIES_ZoneA_AMG-Venezia Giulia_1945-47.xlsx 

The data shows the maximum and minimum salaries in Italian Lira for clerical workers, manual workers 

and women employed in the industrial sector in the zones of Trieste-Trst, Gorizia-Gorica, and Pula- 

Pola from August 1945 to February 1947. 

- TAB_POPULATION CENSUS 1946_ZoneA_AMG-Venezia Giulia_1945-47.xlsx 

The file reports the present and resident population data in Zone A-AMG Venezia Giulia as of 31 

December 1946. For the zone of Trieste-Trst, the population of 14 localities and one district13 is 

reported; for that of Gorizia-Gorica, the population of 17 localities and two districts14 is listed; for that 

of Pula-Pola, only the population of the zone is entered. 

 

12 For September 1947, the data relating to the zone of Trieste-Trst concern only the districts of Trieste-Trst, Muggia-Milje, 
and Aurisina-Nabrežina. 
13 The district of Sežana-Sesana included the parts incorporated in the Zone A of the following Municipalities: Sežana- 
Sesana, Lokev-Corgnale, Tomaj-Tomadio, Monrupino-Repentabor, Dutovlje-Duttogliano. 
14 The district of Komen-Comeno included the whole or parts of the following settlements of Zone A: Komen-Comeno, 
Branik-Rifembergo, Štanjel-San Daniele del Carso, Temnica-Temenizza; likewise, the district of Miren-Merna included: 
Miren-Merna, Dornberk-Montespino, OpatjeSelo-Opacchiesella, Renče-Ranziano. 
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3.b 2nd Series – Zone A-FTT 

The second series – Zone A-FTT – consists of data collected by the three Labour Offices of the Free 

Territory of Trieste (FTT) from September 1947 to November 1954. The series also includes the data 

collected by the Labour Offices during the first year of Italian sovereignty over the territory of Trieste- 

Trst (November 1954-December 1955). A brief description of the contents of each file is set out 

below. 

- TAB_ECONOMIC SECTORS-ZoneA_FTT_1947-55.xlsx 

The file shows the data relating to the number of people registered, removed from the records, 

employed, and unemployed for six economic sectors. The data was collected by the Labour Offices of 

Trieste-Trst, Muggia-Milje, Aurisina-Nabrežina and regards the situation of the three districts. The data 

relating to Trieste-Trst concerns both the district and the Trieste Labour Office’s entire area of 

operation (i.e. Trieste-Trst zone). The data has monthly periodicity, and covers the period from 

September 1947 to December 1955. 

- TAB_PROFESSIONAL QUALIFICATIONS_ZoneA_ FTT_1947-55.xlsx 

The file contains the data on the number of people registered, removed from the records, employed, 

and unemployed for 23 professions. The data was collected by the Labour Offices of Trieste-Trst, 

Muggia-Miljie, and Aurisina-Nabrežina and regards the situation of the three districts. The data relating 

to Trieste-Trst concerns both the district and the Trieste Labour Office’s entire area of operation (i.e. 

Trieste-Trst zone). The data is available on a monthly basis, and covers the period from September 

1947 to December 1955. 

 
4. The Tables 

The majority of the data in this study is organized into two types of tables: the ‘economic sectors’ table 

and the ‘professional qualifications’ table. 

4.a The ECONOMIC SECTORS table 

The ‘economic sectors’ table shows the data relating to the number of people (men, women, and 

juveniles) registered, removed from the records, employed (both in the bodies of the AMG and in civil 

entities), and unemployed for six economic sectors: public employment, industry, commerce, banking 

and insurance, agriculture, and maritime. 

All data in this kind of table has monthly periodicity. The data refers to a period beginning on day 21 

and ending on day 20 of the following month. 

The table is structured around 37 variables. Below there is a brief explanation for each variable: 

- INSTITUTIONAL FRAMEWORK: the organizational, administrative, and governmental structure 

in rule during the referred period; 

- ECONOMIC SECTORS: one of the six economic sectors – plus the totals – to which the data refers; 
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- ISIC Rev. 4: codes to identify economic sectors according to the International Standard Industrial 

Classification (fourth revision) scheme; 

- PERIOD – Start: starting date (YYYY/MM/DD) of the period referred to by the data; 

- PERIOD – End: ending date (YYYY/MM/DD) of the period referred to by the data; 

- LABOUR OFFICE – Slovenian name: Slovenian name of the locality where the Labour Office that 

collected the data was located; 

- LABOUR OFFICE – Italian name: Italian name of the locality where the Labour Office that 

collected the data was located; 

- ISO CODES GEOGRAPHICAL UNITS: links to GeoNames geographical database features; 

- JURISDICTION: territorial scope of the data. The word ‘district’ indicates that the data refers only to 

the Labour Office’s area of operation. The word ‘zone’ denotes that the data refers to the Labour 

Office’s whole zone of operation. In Zone A-AMG Venezia Giulia (1945-47 – first series), the Labour 

Offices of Trieste-Trst, Gorizia-Gorica, and Pula-Pola had jurisdiction over both their districts and the 

zones of competence. In Zone A-FTT and during the first year of Italian administration over the 

territory of Trieste-Trst (1947-55 – second series), only the Labour Office of Trieste-Trst had jurisdiction 

on both their districts and the zones of competence. 

- REGISTERED – M: no. of unemployed men registered with the Labour Office that collected the 

data during the relevant period; 

- REGISTERED – W: no. of unemployed women registered with the Labour Office that collected the 

data during the relevant period; 

- REGISTERED – J: no. of unemployed juveniles registered with the Labour Office that collected the 

data during the relevant period; 

- REGISTERED – Tot: total no. of unemployed registered with the Labour Office that collected the 

data during the relevant period; 

- EMPLOYED – M: no. of registered men with the Labour Office that collected the data who were 

employed (by both AMG bodies and civil entities) during the relevant period; 

- EMPLOYED – W: no. of registered women with the Labour Office that collected the data who were 

employed (by both AMG bodies and civil entities) during the relevant period; 

- EMPLOYED – J: no. of registered juveniles with the Labour Office that collected the data who were 

employed (by both AMG bodies and civil entities) during the relevant period; 

- EMPLOYED – Tot: total no. of registered people with the Labour Office that collected the data who 

were employed (by both AMG bodies and civil entities) during the relevant period; 

- EMPLOYED AMG – M: no. of registered men with the Labour Office that collected the data who 

were employed at the AMG bodies during the relevant period; 
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- EMPLOYED AMG – W: no. of registered women with the Labour Office that collected the data 

who were employed at the AMG bodies during the relevant period; 

- EMPLOYED AMG – J: no. of registered juveniles with the Labour Office that collected the data 

who were employed at the AMG bodies during the relevant period; 

- EMPLOYED AMG – Tot: total no. of registered people with the Labour Office that collected the 

data who were employed at the AMG bodies during the relevant period; 

- EMPLOYED CE – M: no. of registered men with the Labour Office that collected the data who 

were employed at the civil entities during the relevant period; 

- EMPLOYED CE – W: no. of registered women with the Labour Office that collected the data who 

were employed at the civil entities during the relevant period; 

- EMPLOYED CE – J: no. of registered juveniles with the Labour Office that collected the data who 

were employed at the civil entities during the relevant period; 

- EMPLOYED CE – Tot: total no. of registered people with the Labour Office that collected the data 

who were employed at the civil entities during the relevant period; 

- REMOVED FROM RECORDS – M: no. of men removed from the records of the Labour Office 

that collected the data during the relevant period; 

- REMOVED FROM RECORDS – W: no. of women removed from the records of the Labour Office 

that collected the data during the relevant period; 

- REMOVED FROM RECORDS – J: no. of juveniles removed from the records of the Labour Office 

that collected the data during the relevant period; 

- REMOVED FROM RECORDS – Tot: total no. of people removed from the records of the Labour 

Office that collected the data during the relevant period; 

- EMPLOYED & REMOVED – M: no. of men who were employed (by both AMG bodies and civil 

entities) and removed from the records of the Labour Office that collected the data during the relevant 

period; 

- EMPLOYED & REMOVED – W: no. of women who were employed (by both AMG bodies and 

civil entities) and removed from the records of the Labour Office that collected the data during the 

relevant period; 

- EMPLOYED & REMOVED – J: no. of juveniles who were employed (by both AMG bodies and 

civil entities) and removed from the records of the Labour Office that collected the data during the 

relevant period; 

- EMPLOYED & REMOVED – Tot: total no. of people who were employed (by both AMG bodies 

and civil entities) and removed from the records of the Labour Office that collected the data during the 

relevant period; 
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- UNEMPLOYED – M: no. of unemployed men registered with the Labour Office that collected the 

data during the relevant period; 

- UNEMPLOYED – W: no. of unemployed women registered with the Labour Office that collected 

the data during the relevant period; 

- UNEMPLOYED – J: no. of unemployed juveniles who registered with the Labour Office that 

collected the data during the relevant period; 

- UNEMPLOYED – Tot: total no. of unemployed people registered with the Labour Office that 

collected the data during the relevant period. 

4.b The PROFESSIONAL QUALIFICATIONS table 

The ‘professional qualifications’ table show the data relating to the number of people (men, women, 

and juveniles) registered, removed from the records, employed (both in the bodies of the AMG and in 

civil entities), and unemployed for 23 professions: clerical workers, teachers, maritime workers, 

metalworkers, chauffeurs, electricians, tailors, sales clerks, waiters, carpenters, cooks, printers, 

bricklayers, painters, textile workers, bakers, manual labourers, miscellaneous bar and restaurant 

workers, ushers/doormen, first aid and lifeguards, agricultural labourers, various occupations, and 

suspended. 

The data is available on both a monthly and a ten-day basis. The data refers to a period beginning on 

day 21 and ending on day 20 of the following month. 

The table is structured around 30 variables. Here below a brief explanation for each variable: 

- INSTITUTIONAL FRAMEWORK: the organizational, administrative, and governmental structure 

in rule during the relevant period; 

- PROFESSIONAL QUALIFICATIONS: one of the 23 professions – plus the totals – to which the 

data refers; 

- HISCO codes: codes to identify occupational titles according to the Historical International Standard 

of Classification of Occupations (HISCO) model; 

- PERIOD – Start: starting date (YYYY/MM/DD) of the period referred to by the data; 

- PERIOD – End: ending date (YYYY/MM/DD) of the period referred to by the data; 

- LABOUR OFFICE – Slovenian name: Slovenian name of the locality where the Labour Office that 

collected the data was located; 

- LABOUR OFFICE – Italian name: Italian name of the locality where the Labour Office that 

collected the data was located; 

- ISO CODES GEOGRAPHICAL UNITS: links to GeoNames geographical database features; 

- JURISDICTION: territorial scope of the data. The word ‘district’ indicates that the data refers only to 

the territory of competence of the Labour Office. The word ‘zone’ denotes that the data refers to the 

Labour Office’s entire zone of operation. In Zone A-AMG Venezia Giulia (1945-47 – first series), the 
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Labour Offices of Trieste-Trst, Gorizia-Gorica, and Pula-Pola had jurisdiction over both their districts 

and the zones of competence. In Zone A-FTT and during the first year of Italian administration over 

the territory of Trieste-Trst (1947-55 – second series), only the Labour Office of Trieste-Trst had 

jurisdiction over both their districts and the zones of competence. 

- REGISTERED – M: no. of unemployed men registered with the Labour Office that collected the 

data during the relevant period; 

- REGISTERED – W: no. of unemployed women registered with the Labour Office that collected the 

data during the relevant period; 

- REGISTERED – J: no. of unemployed juveniles registered with the Labour Office that collected the 

data during the relevant period; 

- EMPLOYED – M: no. of men with the Labour Office that collected the data who were employed (by 

both AMG bodies and civil entities) during the relevant period; 

- EMPLOYED – W: no. of registered women with the Labour Office that collected the data who were 

employed (by both AMG bodies and civil entities) during the relevant period; 

- EMPLOYED – J: no. of registered juveniles with the Labour Office that collected the data who were 

employed (by both AMG bodies and civil entities) during the relevant period; 

- EMPLOYED AMG – M: no. of registered men with the Labour Office that collected the data who 

were employed at the AMG bodies during the relevant period; 

- EMPLOYED AMG – W: no. of registered women with the Labour Office that collected the data 

who were employed at the AMG bodies during the relevant period; 

- EMPLOYED AMG – J: no. of registered juveniles with the Labour Office that collected the data 

who were employed at the AMG bodies during the relevant period; 

- EMPLOYED CE – M: no. of registered men with the Labour Office that collected the data who 

were employed at the civil entities during the relevant period; 

- EMPLOYED CE – W: no. of registered women with the Labour Office that collected the data who 

were employed at the civil entities during the relevant period; 

- EMPLOYED CE – J: no. of registered juveniles with the Labour Office that collected the data who 

were employed at the civil entities during the relevant period; 

- REMOVED FROM RECORDS – M: no. of men removed from the records of the Labour Office 

that collected the data during the relevant period; 

- REMOVED FROM RECORDS – W: no. of women removed from the records of the Labour Office 

that collected the data during the relevant period; 

- REMOVED FROM RECORDS – J: no. of juveniles who removed from the records of the Labour 

Office that collected the data during the relevant period; 
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- EMPLOYED & REMOVED – M: no. of men employed (by both AMG bodies and civil entities) 

and removed from the records of the Labour Office that collected the data during the relevant period; 

- EMPLOYED & REMOVED – W: no. of women employed (by both AMG bodies and civil entities) 

and removed from the records of the Labour Office that collected the data during the relevant period; 

- EMPLOYED & REMOVED – J: no. of juveniles employed (by both AMG bodies and civil entities) 

and removed from the records of the Labour Office that collected the data during the relevant period; 

- UNEMPLOYED – M: no. of unemployed men registered with the Labour Office that collected the 

data during the relevant period; 

- UNEMPLOYED – W: no. of unemployed women registered with the Labour Office that collected 

the data during the relevant period; 

- UNEMPLOYED – J: no. of unemployed juveniles registered with the Labour Office that collected 

the data during the relevant period. 

4.c Other Tables 

As has been already shown, the first series of the present study also consists of three files structured 

according to other tables, which are different from those described above. 

The variables of those tables do not present any noteworthy peculiarities. Suffice to say that, when 

present, the variable ‘jurisdiction’ always indicates one of the three zones of the Zone A-AMG Venezia 

Giulia and that every locality is linked to a GeoNames feature. 


